Dear John Jay Associates members,

I am pleased to share with you the first John Jay Associates Annual Report, which highlights your remarkable generosity during Fiscal Year 2020–21.

The John Jay Associates is Columbia College’s oldest leadership giving society. Members are among the most loyal and dedicated alumni, parents, students and friends of the College. Your support touches all areas of the College, from need-based financial aid and support for internships and research, to the Core Curriculum and student life. Thank you for investing in our community.

By making a gift to the College this year, you contributed to the success of Core to Commencement, our campaign to enhance the undergraduate experience, which reached more than $660 million towards our $750 million goal. This year also marked the launch of the College’s commitment to raising $500 million for financial aid by 2025.

As we reflect on the past year, it is a joy to remember the dedication and engagement of supporters like you. I am grateful for your partnership and your commitment to the College.

Roar, Lion(s), Roar,

James J. Valentini
Dean of Columbia College and
Vice President for Undergraduate Education

The John Jay Associates is made up of alumni from the Classes of 1944–2021, parents of alumni and students from the Classes of 1982–2025, students and friends. This year, there were 2,482 John Jay Associates members.

The Dean’s Circle includes members of the John Jay Associates who gave $25,000 or more in this year — or $5,000 for alumni from the Classes of 2007–21. This year, there were 390 Dean’s Circle members.
There are 2,482 John Jay Associates in 26 countries around the world!
2020–21 HIGHLIGHTS

This year, John Jay Associates were invited to take part in special opportunities to connect and received exclusive gifts in recognition of their generosity.

JOHN JAY ASSOCIATES VIRTUAL RECEPTION

In November, more than 150 members gathered virtually to connect with students and fellow leadership donors. After Dean James J. Valentini made remarks and recognized the generosity of John Jay Associates, Columbia College students led breakout rooms to share their undergraduate experiences with members first-hand. We are grateful to Ted Schweitzer CC’91, LAW’94, P: CC’24 for hosting this special virtual event.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP CELEBRATION

In April, John Jay Associates were invited to attend the virtual Columbia College Scholarship Celebration, a special evening that highlighted how financial aid brings our community together. Along with Dean Valentini, featured guests Nadia Eke CC’15, Rita Pietropinto-Kitt CC’93, SOA’96, Michael Schmidtberger CC’82, LAW’85, P: CC’24, SEAS’22, Cat Sposato CC’21 and Wally Suphap CC’01, LAW’04 shared their Columbia stories and illuminated the triple impact of scholarship support — shaping students, the College and the world.

JJA Gifts Clockwise L to R: Columbia icons bandana; Columbia College Activity Pages including crosswords, coloring pages and word-searches; Columbia Zoom backgrounds
Members of the John Jay Associates support all areas of the College. They give to the Columbia College Fund to provide current-use dollars that meet the immediate needs of the College, and they invest in endowed funds that provide the College with long-term support for various priorities. This generosity creates a transformative education for students.

COLUMBIA COLLEGE FUND

Ninety-four percent of John Jay Associates gave to the College Fund this year, providing essential resources for the College’s strategic priorities. Gifts to the College Fund support four main priorities: Core Curriculum, financial aid, internships and student life. Donors can also provide targeted support to students by directing gifts to the College Fund Scholarships:

- Black Alumni Council Scholarship
- LAACU Scholarship
- Columbia College Pride Scholarship
- Columbia College Women Scholarship
- Young Alumni Scholarship

164 John Jay Associates made a gift to a College Fund Scholarship this year.

COLLEGE FUND MAIN PRIORITIES

Core Curriculum
Fostering the next generation of critical thinkers, the Core Curriculum promotes intellectual conversation and deep analysis of enduring themes in society.

Financial Aid
Need-blind admissions and full-need financial aid policies help students pursue their passions with the support of our vibrant community.

Internships
Stipends help students pursue professional opportunities outside of the classroom and gain valuable real-world experiences.

Student Life
Wellness and community-building programs complement our rigorous academic environment by encouraging students to develop individually in our inclusive space.

ENDOWED SUPPORT AT THE COLLEGE

This year, nearly 200 John Jay Associates made gifts to endowed funds, providing the College with a permanent source of funding for students today and in perpetuity.

Members invested in more than 100 endowed scholarships and numerous endowments that support the Core Curriculum, entrepreneurship, internship and research opportunities, global programs and so much more.
YOUR IMPACT ON STUDENTS

Your generosity helps Columbia College offer a life-changing undergraduate experience to our talented students. Testimonials from Vivian Cribb CC’23 and Nathan Dishongh CC’23 showcase the tremendous impact of John Jay Associates on the student experience.

Attending Columbia has been one of the greatest experiences and unrivaled opportunities of my life. In high school, I definitely didn’t count on the fact that I would be accepted to Columbia or could even afford to be able to attend. I’m so grateful to be a student here, and I’m fully aware that it’s only possible for me to do so through Columbia’s financial aid program and the immense generosity of donors. **It really means the world to me that I’m able to pursue my academic dreams at the College.** In the future, I hope to pay it forward by giving other students the same opportunities and inspiration that I’ve been fortunate enough to have been given.

– Vivian Cribb CC’23

When I take courses like Contemporary Civilization, Literature Humanities, Frontiers of Science and Music Humanities, I know I am getting some of the best educational opportunities available, and for that, I extend my thanks. **The ability to pursue clubs and courses geared to both my major and the humanities is one of the most fulfilling experiences as I expand my professional and personal awareness in these fields.** Being surrounded by people that share a similar curiosity and appreciation for the arts and the sciences has been one of the most enlightening experiences thus far in my life.

– Nathan Dishongh CC’23
MEMBER SPOTLIGHTS

We are grateful for the critical support that John Jay Associates provide Columbia College. Members describe their connection to the College and what motivates them to support our institution.

I support Columbia College because it gives me hope for the future to see our bright new students. As a co-chair of the Alumni Representative Committee (ARC) for the Jersey Shore, I am inspired by the young interviewees, and I stay in touch with those who are admitted to Columbia.

– Robert R. Salman CC’61, LAW’64

Being from a working class family, I would not have been able to attend Columbia without scholarship aid. I support the College to help provide others of a similar background with an opportunity to attend Columbia. It opened doors for me which otherwise would have been closed.

– Kenneth P. Scheffel CC’59

I support Columbia College and its financial aid program because I believe it’s important to foster diversity — and this includes socioeconomic diversity. College is where students expand their view of the world and each student broadens their view by learning from the perspectives of others. Columbia students become future global leaders, and the College can have far reaching impacts by consisting of students from communities around our world.

– Lara Wong Dao CC’95
Columbia College deeply values the contributions of all John Jay Associates. Your dedication ensures that our longstanding tradition of excellence continues and inspires us to strengthen our undergraduate experience every day.

**ALUMNI 1940–49**

Rudolph L. Cutino CC’49
Lawrence N. Friedland CC’47, LAW’49
Paul R. Homer CC’48
Frank E. Iaquinta CC’47, VPS’51
William C. Frye CC’59, BUS’61, P: CC’91, GSAS’93

**1950–59**

Arne J. Aadland CC’57
Denis M. Andreuzzi CC’53
Joseph Berzok CC’56, GSAS’90, VPS’93
Lawrence M. Friedland CC’54

**1960–69**

Ronald H. Sugarman CC’54, BUS’60
Michael J. Tannenbaum CC’59, GSAS’60, GSAS’65, P: CC’99
Taylor N. Thompson CC’56, SEAS’57, BUS’70

**2020–21**

Successful John Jay Associates experience every day.

**JOHN JAY ASSOCIATES**
Michael T. Charney CC'62
William W. Chin CC'68
Eric N. Clausen CC'65
Steven A. Clifford CC'64, P: CC'98
Roy M. Fleischmann CC'62
Michael Fishbein CC'63, P: CC'88
Robert M. Coffee CC'67, LAW'71
Michael T. Gengler CC'66
Robert R. Costa CC'67, BUS'69,
P: CC'92, CC'94, JRN'97
John K. Dema CC'67, BUS'70,
P: TC'06
S. Robert Contiguglia CC'63,
Robert M. Coffee CC'67, LAW'71
P: CC'88
Eben I. Feinstein CC'66
P: CC'99
S. Robert Contiguglia CC'63,
TC'06
CC'95, CC'00, LAW'97
Robert R. Costa CC'67, BUS'69,
P: CC'92, CC'94, JRN'97
Martin L. Kaplan CC'66, LAW'69,
P: CC'00
Robert A. Stern CC'60, P: CC'90
Robert R. Costa CC'67, BUS'69,
P: CC'92, CC'94, JRN'97
Richard S. Rodin CC'60, LAW'63,
Robert R. Costa CC'67, BUS'69,
P: CC'92, CC'94, JRN'97
William D. Sleeper CC'69, P: SEAS'91
Howard L. Freese CC'63, GS'67
Robert M. Fleischmann CC'62
Michael Fishbein CC'63, P: CC'88
Robert M. Coffee CC'67, LAW'71
S. Robert Contiguglia CC'63,
P: CC'92, CC'94, JRN'97
Robert R. Costa CC'67, BUS'69,
P: CC'12
Francis W. Costello CC'68, LAW'73
Philip S. Cottone CC'61, P: CC'80
Robert F. Coviello CC'67, BUS'68,
P: CC'99
Eben I. Feinstein CC'66
P: CC'99
S. Robert Contiguglia CC'63,
TC'06
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P: CC'92, CC'94, JRN'97
William D. Sleeper CC'69, P: SEAS'91
Howard L. Freese CC'63, GS'67
Robert M. Fleischmann CC'62
Michael Fishbein CC'63, P: CC'88
Robert M. Coffee CC'67, LAW'71
S. Robert Contiguglia CC'63,
P: CC'92, CC'94, JRN'97
Robert R. Costa CC'67, BUS'69,
P: CC'12
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Michael Fishbein CC'63, P: CC'88
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S. Robert Contiguglia CC'63,
TC'06
CC'95, CC'00, LAW'97
Robert R. Costa CC'67, BUS'69,
P: CC'92, CC'94, JRN'97
Richard S. Rodin CC'60, LAW'63,
Anthony D. Kang CC’95
Amanda Kahn-Kirby CC’95
Michael E. Jones CC’90, VPS’94*
Sarkis Jebejian CC’91, LAW’94*
David A. Javdan CC’90*
Jaren C. Janghorbani CC’90, LAW’04*
David A. Javdan CC’90*
Ayana Z. Gordon CC’94
Suzanne Greenstein Vegel CC’99*
Christine L. Gregg CC’93
Raphael S. Grunschlag CC’94, SIPA’95
Michael C. Robbins CC’96
Jalen R. Rodin CC’97
Sarah L. Rodin CC’97, BUS’01
Anya F. Rogers CC’96
Hilton T. Romanki CC’95
Dr. John J. Huber II CC’93
Emily N. Hu CC’95, VPS’00
Timothy B. Howell CC’98
Robert C. Hora CC’99
Paul Hong CC’91, LAW’95*
LAW’02
Paul Hong CC’91, LAW’95*
David Kwon CC’99
Gail A. Katz CC’97
Jean L. Kelly CC’94
Kristine Kennedy CC’91, LAW’94, P: CC’24, CC’25
S. John Kim CC’95*
Sungmee Kim CC’97
Erie Z. Hussein CC’92, LAW’95
Chin Hur CC’90
John J. Huber II CC’93
Emily N. Hu CC’95, VPS’00
Timothy B. Howell CC’98
Robert C. Hora CC’99
Paul Hong CC’91, LAW’95*
Mary A. Kuo CC’92, P: CC’20, CC’21,
P: CC’25
Diane E. Holmes CC’92
Erole M. Hobdy CC’94, VPS’98
Joanna E. Herman CC’98
Anna R. Hemnes CC’95
Peter A. Hatch CC’92*
David Ham CC’96, SEAS’95, GSAS’97
Yael Halaas CC’92
Christopher J. Gwiazda CC’96
Alicia D. Guevara CC’94
Raphael S. Grunschlag CC’94, SIPA’95
Christine L. Gregg CC’93
Suzanne Greenstein Vogel CC’99*
Seth T. Goldsamt CC’91, LAW’95
Hugh J. Lawson CC’91*
Erin Z. Hussein CC’92, LAW’95
Chin Hur CC’90
John J. Huber II CC’93
Emily N. Hu CC’95, VPS’00
Timothy B. Howell CC’98
Robert C. Hora CC’99
Paul Hong CC’91, LAW’95*
Mary A. Kuo CC’92, P: CC’20, CC’21,
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Raphael S. Grunschlag CC’94, SIPA’95

* Member of Dean’s Circle level of the John Jay Associates
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Tala T. Akhavan CC’13
Natalia Avanessians CC’12, SIPA’17
Jessica W. Zen CC’07
Tiffany K. Ying CC’07
Sharon Yang CC’08*
Geoffrey S. Winchell CC’10
Courtney L. Wilkins CC’07
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
Ryan J. Rivera CC’15
Abigail P. Pucker CC’14*
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Susan Joyce CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
Ryan J. Rivera CC’15
Abigail P. Pucker CC’14*
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Susan Joyce CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
Ryan J. Rivera CC’15
Abigail P. Pucker CC’14*
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Susan Joyce CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
Ryan J. Rivera CC’15
Abigail P. Pucker CC’14*
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Susan Joyce CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
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Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
Ryan J. Rivera CC’15
Abigail P. Pucker CC’14*
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Susan Joyce CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
Ryan J. Rivera CC’15
Abigail P. Pucker CC’14*
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Susan Joyce CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
Ryan J. Rivera CC’15
Abigail P. Pucker CC’14*
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Susan Joyce CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
Ryan J. Rivera CC’15
Abigail P. Pucker CC’14*
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Susan Joyce CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Elisse J. Roche CC’14
Ryan J. Rivera CC’15
Abigail P. Pucker CC’14*
Talya S. Presser CC’15
Susan Joyce CC’13
Zixi Jin CC’13
Seth J. Wiener CC’07
Sarah Schrager Gitlin CC’13*
Carol Ouzounian*
Suzanne L. Panzarino W: CC’52
Chuen-Foon Pansont
Patricia N. Pegram
Ann Petersen
John Pfeffer*
Maria Pfeffer*
Brad Phillips P: SEAS’23*
Jerry Pi
Eric J. Pinstein SEAS’94
James A. Pitaro
Ronnie D. Planalp BUS’86*
Harriet Pollack
Roberta Polston*
Caroline S. Portny BUS’03*
Linda F. Post
Simone R. Procas GSAS’90, LAW’94
Edward J. Purce
Kehan Qi BUS’00*
Austen E. Quigley
Anna Quindlen BC’74
Jeanne M. Radvan
Jean-Pierre Reichenbach BUS’70
Nancy J. Reichman
Ronnie S. Ringel BC’68
Marju Rink-Abel LS’71
Gretchen Robbins
Susan T. Robinson
Fernview L. Robles BUS’05
Jeffrey Robles
Lois B. Rochester
Dylan J. Roddick
Linda Rosdeitcher
Diane Rosen
Debra Rosenberg
Patricia E. Rosenblatt
Marjorie L. Ross W: CC’51, BUS’52
Jessica A. Roth
James A. Rothman
Helene M. Roy SIPA’13
Randi Saffian SW’03
Jane E. Salmon VPS’78, P: BUS’14
Besma H. Samdani*
Tina V. Samii
Gary D. Samuels JRN’78
Jane L. Scheiber
Jason R. Schendel LAW’02
Dominique C. Schulte LAW’99
Jed Schwartz
Jade Schwarz
Anne L. Segal
Elizabeth Seidman
Susan Seltzer
Laurence A. Shadok*
Janine M. Shifflo BUS’95
Steven S. Shin
Julia Shuart
David Silver
Valerie J. Simson
Jessica E. Singer LAW’02
Robert W. Sinkler SEAS’91
Margarita R. Sleeper BC’69, P: SEAS’91
Joy C. Slosar
Cathryn E. Sodl
Ronny S. Soemirito SEAS’93, SIPA’95, P: SEAS’25
Katharine A. Speaker
Rita A. Spiegel
Stephen Spiegel
Sandra G. Starkey
Barbara P. Stein
Richard Steinschneider Jr. W: CC’43, SEAS’43
Betsy Stephens
Diane K. Stephens DM’66
Mary E. Stevens
Merle Strauss
Mary E. Strawbridge Partel
Lisa M. Strawbridge
Stella M. Strauzdas
Bruce E. Strober GSAS’93, GSAS’96, VPS’98
Cheng Su
Angel Succoso
Margo W. Suckewer
Joan L. Swanson SW’87*
John C. Tang LAW’96
Patricia Tarallo W: CC’61, LAW’64
Sanam Taseer
Gideon Taylor
Bradley Tevelow
Jain B. Thakor
Sadip V. Thakor BUS’88
Nathalia E. Thiry SEAS’02
Elizabeth M. Thompson
Eric Thumauer
Joan S. Toder
Edward Tom SEAS’95, BUS’01
Louise E. Tranford
Cathleen Trigg-Jones*
Steven Tucker
Amy Tutrone*
Thomas L. Tuttle*
Nolan Tzou
James J. Valentini P: GS’17
John A. van Rens
Walter von Pechmann
Audrey F. Wagner
Nancy J. Walker
Robert S. Walker
Ian Wallace*
Sallie B. Wallace
Yan Wang LAW’04*
Elizabeth V. Warren*
Laurie A. Warren BC’63
Margery L. Wasko VPS’81, P: VPS’11
Peter Wei
Rochelle Weiner
Jo-Ann F. Weingarten
Anne Weinstein*
Susan H. Weisenberg
Adam M. Weiss BUS’96, LAW’96
Kuniko Weltin-Wu
Ella Westman CC’22
Lynne B. Whitman SEAS’87
Tyler W. Will
Mary A. Wilson
Yumi Winiecki
David Winter
Janet A. Wolkoff P: DM’18
Grace Wu SEAS’00
Guangyu Wu GSAS’96, GSAS’00
Qiong Wu SEAS’12
Deanna Yameen
John F. Yang BUS’92
Joyce C. Yang LAW’87
Katherine Yang SEAS’96, BUS’01*
Lareina A. Yee BC’95, SIPA’96
Huoy M. Yeh*
Joji Yoshimura
Jihyun Yu
Jin Yu GSAS’95, GSAS’96, GSAS’99
Alice F. Yurke LAW’87
Laird D. Zacher*
Alice Zarov
Judith H. Zickler BC’58
Anonymous (4)
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